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Abstract

Train speeds may be increased by constructing new railways with improved curve geometry or
by using tilting trains. The tilt system compensates to a substantial degree the lateral

acceleration on curves by tilting the carbody, thereby allowing trains to run typically 25 35 %
faster on existing curved tracks.

The present research project has been carried out in order to evaluate passenger comfort levels
and possible causes of motion-related discomfort in high speed trains. A literature survey on
the causes and hypotheses of motion-related discomfort has shown that the in uence of

combined roll, lateral and vertical motions has been investigated only to a very limited extent.

Ride comfort and discomfort is a subjective feeling by the person exposed to vehicle ride. It
must be measured in a structured way to allow evaluation. In the present study, experimental
methods and designs have been developed in the course of the experiments with support from

a multi-disciplinary reference group. The importance of a balanced design, i.e. that all groups
participate in all test conditions and that groups of subjects are matched in age, gender and
sensitivity to motion sickness, has been shown. A suitable method of measurement of
symptoms of motion sickness incidence (SMSI) has been proposed, based on the symptoms of

dizziness and nausea together with a subjective estimation of well being, in this case not
feeling well.

In three series of experiments on a high speed tilting train, an evaluation was made of ride
comfort, ability to work/read and motion related discomfort as experienced by a total of 210
healthy test subjects of both genders. Responses to altogether six different conditions of tilt
control strategies with varying degrees of tilt compensation, tilt speed and tilt acceleration
were investigated. Questionnaires were filled by the subjects four times per test run, which
lasted about three hours.

The subjects' overall estimation of average ride comfort, as well as their ability to work/read,

were rated as good in all alternatives. However, some subjects reported symptoms of motion
sickness. A 55% degree of tilt compensation, instead of the normal 70%, reduced SMS] by
about 30 - 45%. There are also indications that limited tilt speed and/or tilt acceleration may
reduce symptoms.

Women reported two to three times as many symptoms as men. Symptoms were most frequent
at the first and the last inquiry of the three-hour ride. This indicates that a cumulative motion

dose is not a good descriptor for the severity of motion sickness in this case.

The levels of discomfort, measured in these experiments, are not directly transferable to a
normal population of travellers. This is because the subjects were selected for high sensitivity

to motion sickness and were mostly 20 30 years old. It is, however, believed that a reduction

of symptoms in a group of highly sensitive subjects will also reduce the symptoms in a more
normal group of train passengers.

Keywords

High speed trains, Tilting trains, Carbody tilt, Ride comfort, Motion related discomfort,
Motion sickness, Experimental methods.
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This licentiate thesis summarises the following two reports:

A Förstberg, J & Ledin, T. (1996). Discomfort caused by low frequency motions: A
literature survey of hypotheses and possible causes of motion sickness. TRITA-

FKT report 1996339. Stockholm: KTH. Johan Forstberg has mainly covered the
technical and modelling aspects of the problem survey, whereas Torbjörn Ledin
has covered the medical parts of the problem. Both are responsible for the views

and conclusions expressed.

B Förstberg, J. (l996b). Rörelserelaterad komfortnivå på tåg: Inflytande av olika

strategier för korglutningen med avseende på åkkornfort: Prov utförda på

snabbtåget XZOOO. TRITA-FKT rapport 1996317. Stockholm: KTH. (Motion
related comfort levels in trains: In uence of different strategies for carbody tilt
with regard to ride comfort: Experiments on the S] type XZOOO high speed train;
in Swedish).

The reports are referred to by their capital letter.
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1 Introduction

Railway companies throughout the world are seating ways of increasing train speeds as well

as ride comfort. As most countries have a significant mileage of curved track, which limits
speeds, certain measures must be taken. One alternative is to construct new railways with

straighter tracks. This method is very expensive and valuable new land may be occupied.
Another alternative is using the existing tracks and making the carbodies of the train able to
tilt inwards during curving, consequently reducing the lateral forces experienced by the

passengers. A train equipped with such a carbody tilt system can travel typically 25-35%
faster on existing tracks without reducing the ride comfort.

Many modes of transport lead to varying problems with motion sickness. Train travel seems

to have been accompanied by very few cases of nausea in the past. Tilting trains may have
raised this very low level of incidence of motion sickness. Although symptoms of motion

sickness in tilting trains seem to be a minor problem for most passengers, they may be a
problem to those prone to nausea.

This problem has been addressed in two works from Japan (Ueno et al 1986 and Ohno 1996)

describing the situation in pendular tilting trains. Neither of these works proposes a solution to
this particular problem. Instead, there are other works proposing limit values for roll angle
velocity and roll angular acceleration due to disturbances in passenger comfort (Koyanagi
1985, Sussman 1994 and Suzuki 1996).

The work reported in this thesis describes methods and experiments regarding human

responses to different strategies of tilt control.

1.1 Motion-related comfort - discomfort

Comfort has both psychological and physiological components, but it involves a sense of
subjective well-being and the absence of discomfort, stress or pain (Richards 1980).
However, comfort is not only defined by the absence of negative attributes. It is possible to
feel a positive experience of comfort to various degrees. Comfort involves evaluation; it is felt
to be good and its opposite is felt to be bad (Richards 1980). The only way to of finding

whether a person is comfortable or not is to ask the person in question.

Comfort in transportation research is normally defined as subjective well-being, although
comfort is one of the factors that may contribute to well-being, it is not a necessary part of it

(Alm 1989).

1.1.1 Ride comfort

Ride comfort is a person s reaction to a set of physical conditions in a vehicle environment,

such as dynamic, ambient and spatial factors. Dynamic factors consist of accelerations and

changes in accelerations in all three axes (lateral, longitudinal and vertical), angular motions
(roll, pitch and yaw) and also sudden motions such as shocks and jolts. The ambient factors

may include temperature, pressure, air quality and ventilation, as well as noise and high

frequency vibrations, while the spatial factors may include workspace, leg room and seating

parameters (Richards 1980).

l KTH TRITA-FKT report 1996:41
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1.1.2 Motion-related comfort

Ride comfort can also be used in a narrower sense (ride quality) taking only the motions of the

vehicle into consideration. Ride comfort in this sense can be divided into a mean ride quality
level, regarding only accelerations (lateral, longitudinal and vertical) in a frequency interval
from 0.5 Hz to 80 Hz according to ISO 2631, comfort disturbances due to motions such as

jerks and jolts1 and motion-related discomfort due to prolonged low-frequency linear and
angular motions (Urabe et al 1966, Harborough 1986a, b, Forstberg 1994, ISO 1995, CEN
1995, Suzuki 1996). The symptoms of prolonged motions, in this study, are those of motion

sickness.

1.1.3 Discomfort clue to low-frequency motions

Comfort disturbances are very complex phenomena. There are two types of reactions to
comfort disturbances. The first is a direct comfort disturbance caused by a sudden motion of
the vehicle, resulting in discomfort such as difficulties in walking, standing, reading or
writing. The other type of discomfort results in dizziness, headache or nausea after a shorter or

longer period of travel. There are different terms for this indisposition depending on the
provocative environment. Typical terms are seasickness, travel sickness, air sickness, etc.

Common scientific terms are motion sickness and kinetosis (Reason 1978, Benson 1988,

Lawther and Griffin 1987, Griffin 1990, Forstberg et al 1996, Ohno 1996).

Figure 1 shows that the human evaluation of ride comfort involves not only motion factors but
also human factors. Human factors may be of a social or situational kind. Modifying human
factors include age, gender, posture, alcohol, experience and mental activity (Griffin 1990).
Psychological factors are important and can modify the severity of the human responses.
These factors can be: expectation and suggestion, specific conditioning effects of past
experiences, habituation effects of past experience, effects of concurrent activity and effects of
concurrent emotional state (Wendt 1948, Guedry 1991b).

Motion factors (physical dynamic factors) are usually: acceleration in three axes (lateral,
longitudinal and vertical) and angular motions (roll, pitch and yaw). Some of these factors are
evaluated by international standards or by company standards. Motion factors are in uenced
by the type of vehicle used and type of track.

1.2 Background - research on motion sickness

Motion sickness can be evoked in many different types of environments, both with and
without motion, but what they have in common is that there is a sensation of motion, sensed
through the vestibular system, the eyes or the body. A list of different environments, activities

or devices which can provoke motion sickness is shown in Table 1.

 

1 Jerk is the rate of change in acceleration. In a the train environment, jerk is associated with the change of lateral

acceleration on transition curves. Jolt is a sudden motion caused by passing a switch or track alignment faults,

causing comfort disturbances to the passengers.
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Influence from vehicles, track, other physical factors

and human factors on ride comfort and ride quality

Human factors Vehicle Track

Social factors Vehicle parameters Track parameters

Situational factors
Age, gender, experience, Speed

activity, drugs etc. .
Track - vehicle
interaction

Other physical factors

Ambient factors 1
Temperature, pressure,

smoke, noise, etc. Dynamic motion factors
Spatial factors _ _

Workspace, legroom Accelera uon and Jerk Angular
seat shape etc. "2"015"'H'z"5"0'.5"-"80'H'z" motion

/

Comfort evaluatlon v /

Ride comfort Ride quality

Motion-related discomfort (m:; Technical evaluation
Human evaluation WZ, Iso 2631, CEN, PCT, Paa, etc.

Figure ] Interaction in the field of comfort evaluation. The human evaluation involves

human factors as well as dynamic motion and other physical factors, but the
technical ride quality evaluation only involves dynamic motion factors.
Modifiedfrom Fo'rstberg (] 994a).

Table 1 Examples of environments, activities or devices which can cause motion
sickness, according to Gri in (1990).

 

  

Boats Camel rides

Ships Elephant rides
Submarines
Hydrofoils Simulators
Hovercraft

Swimming Fairground rides

Aeroplanes Cinerama

Helicopters Inverting/distortion spectacles

Spacecraft Microfiche readers

Cars Rotation about an off vertical axis
Buses Coriolis stimulation
Trains Low-frequency linear oscillation
Tanks  
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1.2.1 Motion sickness in vehicles and vessels

Hippocrates (approx. 400 BC) declared that sailing on the sea shows that motion disorders
the body. In other words, he was aware that seasickness is caused by motion. Periodically, this
knowledge was then forgotten (quoted from Reason, 1974).

There are large differences in the percentages of people feeling nausea or motion sickness
when comparing different modes of transport, see Table 2. Note that the values in Table 2 are
given in different contexts and are shown here for a brief estimation of the variation in motion
sickness severity. Different values cannot simply be compared with each other.

Table 2 Findings from di erent reports concerning symptoms ofmotion sickness from

di erent modes of transport. Note that sources differ in definition of categories
and subjects. The values are given in di erent contexts and cannot simply be
compared. They are shown here for a brief estimation of the variation in
motion sickness severity.

 

 

 

Notfeeling Nausea Motion sick ) Motion sickness
well experiencem)

Cars 34% 36%
Buses:

(Britain) 23% 10% 1%2> 19%
(Sweden) 28%

Aircraft < 1% (3) mean <O.5%, 9%(2)

max <8%(1)

Boats 21%<4> 7%<4> 26%(2)
30%<5> mean 7%,

max 40%<5>
Trains:

Trains (USA) o.13%1'
Trains (Britain) 4%(2)

Trains (Sweden) 70/000)

TGV Duplex 4%<3 6) 2%3' 6)
JNR type 165 4%7> 0 )

Tilting trains:

JNR type 381 26% ) 2%7>
xzooo sensitive subjects 1370 ) 9%8> O%&
xzooo modified, sensitive are ) 67009 O%&
subjects
 

Sources: (l) Money (1970), (2) Turner (1993), (3) Bromberger (1996b), (4) Lawther and Griffin (198821), (5)
Lawther and Griffin (l988b), (6) Bromberger (l996a), (7) Ueno et al (1986), (8) Result of the study

reported in this thesis; Report B, (9) Kaplan (1964), (10) Kottenhoff (1994).

Remarks: i The definition varies between different authors. In most cases, motion sick is defined as

vomiting.

ii A motion sickness experience sometime in life in this type of vehicle/vessel.
TGV: Train a Grande Vitesse. French High speed train. TGV Duplex: two level train

JNR: Japanese National Railways. Now named Japan Railways Group (JR)
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1.2.2 State of the art

Transportation of persons has always been associated with occurrence of motion sickness in

sensitive individuals. When this applies to the pilot in a military jet aircraft the implications
are of course severe (AGARD 1991), although passenger discomfort in aeroplanes is by no
means a negligible problem (Benson 1988). Similar problems arise in space technology

(Crampon 1990). The most widely studied area of motion sickness is the naval area, and the
importance of vertical low frequency oscillations was identified (Lawther 1988, Lawther and

Griffin 1987, 1988a, 1988b, 1989, Griffin 1990, Magnusson and Örnhagen 1994). Estimating

the impact of different motion patterns on the occurrence of motion sickness has been the

subject of many issues of standardisation works (BSI 1987, Griffin 1989, 1990, ISO 1995).

Regarding railways, passenger ride quality has attracted many analytical works (Sperling

1941, Sperling and Betzhold 1956, Andersson and Nilstam 1984, Harborough 1986a, 1986b,
Forstberg 1994b, Ueno et al 1986, Sussman et al 1994, Ohno 1996, Suzuki 1996).
Standardisation efforts concerning ride comfort and comfort disturbances from jerk on
transition curves and discrete events have proved successful (Harborough 1986a, 1986b, CEN
1995), but concerning motion sickness a fair understanding of the problem is still needed

(Ohno 1996).

1.2.3 Scales for judging motion sickness severity

Commonly used scales are Vomiting Incidence (VI) or Motion Sickness Incidence (MSI), both

of which correspond to the percentage of the tested population vomiting. Another scale used
for judging the severity of motion sickness is the Graybiel scale (Graybiel et al 1968), which

assigns a number of points to different symptoms of motion sickness, creating a scale from
Slight Malaise (M I) through Moderate Malaise (M HA, M HB) and Severe Malaise (M 111) to

Frank Sickness (S).

Lawther and Griffin (1987) asked the subjects to rate their well being on a four grade scale
from Ifeel all right to Ifeel absolutely dreadful. They called their scale Illness rating.

In this thesis and in report B, the following definition for judging the severity of motion

sickness for subjects has been used: reported dizziness, nausea or not feeling well under the
condition that the subject felt well at the start of the test run. These three symptoms are

classified as Symptoms of motion sickness (SMS). The percentage of subjects with SMS is
termed Symptoms of motion sickness incidence (SMSI). This definition is based on the
Graybiel scale which indicates the severity of the symptoms of motion sickness.

1.3 Objectives of the research project

The present research project, Comfort disturbances caused by low-frequency motions in

modern trains, aims at analysing the following issues:

0 What types of motion in uence motion-related discomfort?

- What differences are there between the motions of a conventional (non-tilting) train and a

train equipped with a carbody tilt system?

0 How do different tilt control strategies influence ride comfort, motion-related discomfort

and working ability?

This report deals mainly with the first point (report A) and the last point (report B).
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1.4 Publication list

In the project the following reports have been published:

Comfort disturbances caused by low-frequency motions in modern trains. A project
description (Förstberg 1994a) describes the aims and methods of this research project.

Comfort disturbances caused by low frequency motions (Förstberg l994b) is a survey of
comfort disturbances caused by low frequency motions, such as jerks and jolts, and reports on

an experiment with test subjects using push buttons for indicating comfort disturbances.

The above work has been reported at the World Congress on Railway Research (WCRR

'94) in Paris as Comfort disturbances caused by low-frequency motions in modern trains
(Förstberg 1994c).

Ro'relserelaterad komfort: Komfortkrav på fordon. Komfortprov med XZOOO (1994-95)
(Förstberg l996a, Motion-related comfort; Vehicle comfort standards, Experiments on ride

comfort test on the SJ type XZOOOhigh speed train; in Swedish) is a survey of ride comfort
evaluation, comfort disturbances and a summary report from high speed train experiments
given at the seminar Interaction between Railway vehicle and Railway track in Linköping
April 1996.

Discomfort caused by low-frequency motions: A literature survey of hypotheses and possible

causes of motion sickness (Förstberg and Ledin 1996) is a literature survey of hypotheses and
possible causes of motion sickness regarding the normal situation in ground based transport
alternatives (Report A).

Rörelserelaterad komfortnivå på tåg: In ytande av olika strategier for korglutningen med
avseende pd åkkomfort: Prov utforda på snabbtåget XZOOO. (Förstberg l996b, Motion related
comfort levels in trains: Influence of different strategies for carbody tilt with regard to ride
comfort: Experiments on the SJ type XZOOO high speed train; in Swedish) is a report from
three series of experiments with human comfort responses to different carbody tilt control
strategies. (Report B).

The above work has been reported in the UK informal group on human response to whole-

body vibration as In uence of di erent alternatives of tilt compensation in motion-related
discomfort in tilting trains (Förstberg et al l996a) and at the Barany Congress in Sydney as
In uence of different compensation strategies on comfort in tilting high speed trains.
(Förstberg et al 1996b).

This thesis is based on and summarises reports A and B.

1.5 Thesis contribution

A systematically and statistically significant study of human responses to different strategies

of tilt control systems for high speed trains regarding ride comfort and motion-related
discomfort. No similar study has been published to my knowledge. The study is multi-
disciplinary, combining methods from railway technology, human factors and vestibular

sc1ence.

KTH TRITA-FKT report l996:4l 6



Introduction

Experiments have been performed with a total of 210 seated test subjects, selected for high

self-estimated sensitivity to motion sickness in three series of experiments. The investigated
variables were: overall ride comfort, motion-related discomfort (dizziness, nausea and not

feeling well) and estimated ability to work and read, which the subjects rated on
questionnaires.

The experimental methods have been developed together with vestibular and human factors
experts.

Results show that a moderate tilt compensation or lowered carbody tilt speed reduces motion-
related discomfort.

This understanding of the carbody tilt motions may be used in future development of high
speed transportation modes.

7 KTH TRITA FKT report 1996241



2 Motion sickness - a literature survey

This chapter is mainly a summary of report A and describes the conceptual background to the
motion sickness syndrome and motion sickness hypotheses.

2.1 A conceptual model of motion sickness
 

     

            

   

MOTI0N Drugs Alcohol Experience gåtts

ENVIRONMENT ________ l ____________l____________ l____________ l _______ ,
|Receptiveness |
 
| Adaptability | [RetentivenessJ  

 l  
_» Visual system 

   
       

       
        

      
   

    

             
         
  
 

   
 

            

l

l

I

l

I

l

I

I

Sensory Cognition and memory :
thresholds |

I

ii Ot lith 1 T 1 : Yawning
_» o s

Variations in translational "_: Awareness & Interpretation : Colour changes
or rotational acceleration ; of ; of ' Irregular breathing
of body or other stimulation _r motion > motion : > Sweating

. . izziness
of Visual, vestibular and , Semi-circular : Headaches

somatosensory systems ' _" canals l _
A A : . Drowsmess

I : Nausea
: I Vomiting
l Somatosensory '

: > system __" :
l

: ii i ii ii . . :I l Modi cation A ,
, Reflex responses
l of re exes l

Voluntary _ l :
movements * '_ _________ f____ _ _ T__________T__________ f ____________ l

Non-motion Posture Age Gender
environment

Figure 2 A conceptual model offactors possibly causing motion sickness.
From Gri in (1990).

Figure 2 shows a model of factors possibly involved in provoking and modifying sensitivity to
motion sickness. Provoking factors are mainly low frequency linear and angular motions,
which are sensed and registered by the vestibular system, vision and the proprioceptive2

system. The signals are transmitted to the central nervous system (CNS), where they are
interpreted as an awareness of motion.

Modifying factors are human and psychological factors, for instance, age, gender, expectation

and suggestion (Griffin, Guedry l991b).

The posture (vestibular) systems are important for the information gained and evaluated by the

CNS in order to cope and handle different motion environments and visual backgrounds.
Hypotheses concerning the origins or causes of motion sickness are treated in Chapter 2.3 and

studies of the in uence of different motions on motion sickness are described in Chapter 2.4 -

2.5.
 

2 The proprioceptive system is sometimes called the somatosensory (from the body) system or muscle sense.
Proprioceptive information is superficial and deep sensations from special sensory units located in the skin,
muscles, tendons and joints. These sensory units record pressure, tension and muscular contraction caused by

gravity and inertia (Henriksson et al 1972 and Henriksson 1974).
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2.2 The posture system

Humans has the capability to control the posture and movements to the surroundings. This is
done by the postural (about the posture) information from:

1. Sensory information concerning linear and angular accelerations from the non auditory
(vestibular) part of the inner ear.

2. Visual information

3. Proprioceptive information

The messages from all these sensory organs are integrated by a cell network in the cerebello-

brainstem area. This central processing unit supplies complete information on position and
movement to the individual. Ordinarily, this integration is performed at a subconscious level.
However, when a person encounters unusual or difficult circumstances, this process and the

interpretation of posture information become a conscious phenomenon.

 

  

     

 

      

   
 

The Posture System

Central processing Of scious- Posture + ordinated
D__ . sensory ness memory motor

information output
pathways

Figure 3 The visual, vestibular and proprioceptive systems provide postural information

for central integration. A disturbance of any system at any level may cause
imbalance and dizziness. Modi edfrom Henriksson et al (1972) and
Henriksson (I 974).

When we move, new postural information from the vestibular, visual, and proprioceptive

systems is continuously gathered and evaluated - the posture system uses a form of feed-back
from the motor output to register new signals from the sensory systems, see Figure 3.

The three sensory systems normally create an overflow of postural information (redundant
information). If one of the systems has reduced or no capacity, we can usually maintain our

balance, but it is only the proprioceptive system that can provide enough information for a
human to maintain an upright position by himself.

The vestibular system

The vestibular system consists of the peripheral and central vestibular system.

The functions of the vestibular system are:

1. To inform the CNS any linear or angular acceleration or deceleration.

2. To aid visual orientation by eye muscle control, the so-called vestibulo-ocular re ex
(VOR).
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3. To control skeletal muscular tonus for maintenance of adequate posture.

(Henriksson et al 1972 and Henriksson 1974).

The peripheral vestibular system consists of the otolithic organs and the semicircular canals.
They are found in the inner ear together with the auditory part. The two otolithic organs (in

each inner ear) are sensitive to static and dynamic linear accelerations of normal head
movements. The organs act as a seismic instrument sensing a layer of heavy crystals (otoliths)
on top of the sensory cells.

The semicircular canals (three in each inner ear) are sensitive to dynamic angular

accelerations in all three axes. The semicircular canals are filled with a uid, which starts to
rotate relative to the skull, because of its inertia, when the head is under angular acceleration.
The sensing organ acts like a door which by its opening angle measures the flow in the

semicircular canals. Because of this construction, the response is proportional to the angular

velocity at all normal frequencies of head movements. The semicircular canals cannot detect a
continued rotation after about 60 s.

The practical upper frequency limit of the posture system, impulses from the vestibular system
in co-operation with CNS handling and reactions to muscles can be estimated to be in the
range of 5 10 Hz (Mayne 1974, Report B).

(lo-operation between the vestibular organs

Information from both the semicircular canals and the otolith organs is required in order to

enable the body to uphold spatial information. Together with visual impressions and
information from the proprioceptive system, a comprehensive picture of the position of the
body and its movements is obtained. There must be agreement in the information from all
these organs. The interaction between signals from the two different kinds of receptors of the
vestibular organs has an everyday functional value. The function and contribution of this
interaction to the origin of motion sickness is an important area of research (Guedry 1991a).

The optimal estimator for spatial orientation

In two papers, Borah et al (1989, 1979) have presented an optimal estimator model for human
spatial orientation. The model takes into account vision, vestibular and proprioceptive
information and assumes that the processing of the spatial information of the CNS can be
modelled as an optimal Kalman filter.

The model represents a naive human subject - such as a passenger in an aircraft who has no

advance knowledge of the stimulus to be received or of the characteristics of the vehicle. This
model provides a reasonable understanding of spatial orientation and has the following

properties (according to Borah et al 1989):

1. Fairly accurate perception of forward acceleration in the presence of confirming visual

clues.

2. Fairly accurate perception of roll and pitch orientation changes as long as sensory
information is consistent.

This model, based on modern control theory, and together with a model for the carbody tilt

system are suitable to develop for an understanding of the spatial reference for the passengers
in the train
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2.3 Motion sickness hypotheses

Fluid shift theory

As a historical remark, already Wallaston (1810) suggested that uid shifts within the body
( blood sloshing in the brain ) were the reason for motion sickness. This theory had its

successors in space research as it was proved that body uids are redistributed in the body in a
weightless condition (Steele 1968, Nicogossian and Parker 1982).

2.3.1 Overstimulation of the vestibular organs

Another hypothesis is that the vestibular organs and, above all, the otolith organs are
overstimulated. This would then result in leakage of signals from the vestibular nuclei to the
brainstem and thus provoke motion sickness (de Wit 1953, Jongkees 1967). The over-
stimulation model cannot explain the appearance of motion sickness in situations where the
visual surrounding is moving and creating effects of motion (vection) when the vestibular

system does not detect any motion. This model also has difficulties in explaining why a
person adapted to a ship's motion may be motion sick when debarking the ship.

2.3.2 Sensory conflict - neural mismatch model

The model of sensory con ict or rearrangement is the common model for explanation. The

sensory conflict hypothesis declares that in all situations where motion sickness is provoked,
there is a sensory con ict not only between signals from the eyes, vestibular organs and other

receptors susceptible to motion, but also that these signals are in con ict with what is
expected by the CNS (Benson 1988), see Figure 4 below.
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Figure 4 Diagrammatic representation of the model ofmotion control, motion detection

and motion sickness according to the sensory con ict hypothesis. From Benson
(1 988).
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The central idea of this explanation model is that there is a comparator, which compares
registered motions and accelerations with those that the body expects to feel. If these signals

are not in accordance, the comparator sends out a so-called mismatch signal. Normally, we
use this mismatch signal in order to rapidly correct our motion or position. However, if this
mismatch signal is strong and continuous (e. g. we are on a boat moving up and down by the

waves, while the body still expects to be on the ground) two things will happen:

1. The mismatch signal will change the internal model for expected signals (as we adapt to

the floating boat).

2. The mismatch signal will provoke a number of neural and hormonal answers which

together form the motion sickness syndrome (Benson 1988).

2.3.3 An evolutionary hypothesis

There were objections to the sensory hypothesis from Treisman (1977) and Money (1991).
They were of the opinion that the sensory conflict hypothesis cannot explain why persons with
no functional vestibular organs cannot suffer from motion sickness or why the symptoms are
what they are. Motion sickness has no survival value, rather the contrary. Treisman is of the

opinion that the body maintains three spatial reference systems based on the signals from the
eyes, the vestibular organs and the proprioceptive system. These are continuously evaluated,
compared and calibrated with one another. Such a delicate interaction between these reference
systems could be an excellent detector for different types of neurotoxins. Unfortunately, this
detector is also provoked by certain types of motion (though erroneous). A reasonable activity
for the body in this case, is to eliminate the possible source of the poison, i.e. by emptying the

stomach.

2.3.4 Observations on motions

One observation (Money 1970) is that if the movement of the head is constrained, for example
by a strap, the degree of motion sickness decreases. This points to the importance of the co-
ordination of the vestibular and proprioceptive signals. Money (1970) has found that the
movements of the head relative to the body caused by motions of a vehicle are larger in

persons who are more susceptible to motion sickness. There is also evidence of the
importance of the eye head system. Movement of the vision framework without movement of

the body can cause sickness (Treisman 1977).

2.3.5 Stott s rules

In an attempt to provide simplifying principles containing many characteristics of motion

stimuli that provoke sickness, Stott (1986) suggested some rules that the brain uses in

evaluation of match/mismatch, based on the fact that in most cases in normal life the visual

scene is stable and gravity does not change in direction or intensity:

1. Visual - vestibular interaction: Angular motion of the head in one direction must result
in angular motion of the external visual scene to the same extent in the opposite

direction. A similar relationship exists for linear motion.

2. Semicircular canal atolith interaction: Rotation of the head, other than in the

horizontal plane, must be accompanied by an appropriate angular change in the direction

of linear acceleration due to gravity.
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3. Utricle - saccule3 interaction: Any sustained linear acceleration is due to gravity, has an
intensity of 1 g (9.81 m/sz) and defines downwards.

For vehicles that normally have roll motions (aeroplanes, tilting trains, proposed magnetic
levitation vehicles, etc.) when taking a curve, the passengers normally have few visual clues
accompanying the roll motion when looking around inside the cabin, and the first rule
probably applies. For instance, if the passenger does not sense the roll motion and finds that

the expected horizontal plane is not horizontal when looking outside the vehicle, a sensory

mismatch may occur, provoking motion sickness symptoms. The opposite is a rider on a
motorcycle, who has strong visual clues when making a roll motion while taking a curve.

2.3.6 The Oman control theory approach

A heuristic mathematical model for the dynamics of the sensory con ict and evaluation of
motion sickness has been presented in two papers by Oman (1982, 1988). The model is partly

based on the optimal estimator model from Borah et al (1979, 1989). The conclusion by Oman

(1988) is that this model captures many of the known properties of motion sickness in at least
a semiquantitative fashion. However, this model has certain limitations. The model is linear

and describes the CNS as an observer, but some of the sensory information is probably
evaluated in a non linear way. Also, the model cannot predict the adaptation process.

2.3.7 Far from a fair understanding

Kennedy and Frank (1986) point out the fact that we are far from a correct understanding of
the phenomenon of motion sickness. They indicate the need of joining the different
hypotheses into a uniform one. Their opinion is that a clue to the explanation of the
phenomenon of motion sickness is to be able to understand the influence of varied motion

stimuli on the receptor level. They believe motion sickness is a result of decorrelated sensory
canals. This decorrelation could arise when the motion signals are not in phase with what the
body is expecting, or because of the way the body is constructed to register and interpret
motion.

2.4 Symptoms of motion sickness

The most common symptoms in motion sickness are: yawning, perspiration, pallor, awareness
of the stomach, headache, fatigue, dizziness and finally, if the motion is sufficiently

provocative, retching or vomiting (Graybiel et al 1968, Money 1970, Money 1991, Lawther

and Griffin 1989, Griffin 1990).

2.4.1 Graybiel s scale

Graybiel et al (1968) suggested a classification scheme to investigate the severity of motion

sickness. They gave different symptom of motion sickness points from 1 to 16 depending of
indication that particular symptom had on the severity of motions sickness. The points are

accumulated to a total sum and the sum is then used to classify the degree of motion sickness

severity, see Table 3.

 

3 Utricle and saccule are the names of the two otolith organs in each inner ear. The utricle measures mostly

accelerations in the head s vertical axis (z) and the saccule in the head s horizontal (x, y) plane.
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Table 3 Levels ofseverity of acute motion sickness as de ned by Graybiel et al (1968).

Points Level ofseverity Sickness Category

2 16 Frank sickness S

8 - 15 Severe Malaise M III

5 - 7 Moderate Malaise A M HA
3 4 Moderate Malaise B M IIB
1 2 Slight Malaise M I  

2.4.2 Illness rating

Another method, used as a stand alone rating or as a complement to Graybiel s scale , is a

subjective judgement scale, illness rating. The subjects rated their well being themselves on a
four-grade scale Lawther and Griffin (1987):

O : [felt all right,
1 : [felt slightly unwell
2 : [felt quite ill

3 = [felt absolutely dreadful

2.5 Influence of vertical motions on motion sickness

The in uence of sinusoidal vertical oscillation has been studied by O Hanlon and McCauley
(1973) and McCauley et al (1976). O Hanlon and McCauley proposed a mathematical model,
which McCauley et al proved and for which they subsequently proposed a refinement.
McCauley et al made three studies: motion sickness (vomiting) incidence (MSI) from vertical

oscillations with pitch and roll motions superimposed, habituation to motion sickness through

daily exposure, and MSI from vertical oscillations at relatively high frequencies. They also
proposed a refined mathematical model for predicting MSI from the effects of vertical

sinusoidal accelerations.

The mathematical model is rather complex and involves a two-dimensional normal
distribution of a frequency function and time. The frequency dependent sensing function is
given as a quadratic function of the logarithm of the frequency, with a maximum at about 0.17
HZ.

Their study of roll and pitch motion superimposed on the vertical motion showed no

statistically significant in uence on MSI from the angular motions (McCauley et al 1976).

2.5.1 Simplified model

Lawther and Griffin (1987) proposed a model by which the MSI may be predicted from
measurement of the exposure of vertical acceleration, see Figure 5. Lawther and Griffin s

model used motion dose (MSDVZ)4 with following definition:
T

Motion close (MSDVZ) = (Jaå(f)6lf)1/Z, ' [rn/815]
O

 

4 MSDVZ = Motion Sickness Dose Value (vertical direction)
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where aw(t) is the frequency weighted vertical acceleration5 and T is the duration of the
journey. A simple linear approximation of the data in Figure 5 would give:

The percentage of persons who may vomit : Km * MSDVZ [%]

where Km E 1/3 (ISO 1995). This method to predict motion sickness incidence (MSI) is about

to be approved as an international standard (ISO 1995, BSI 1987).

Lawther and Griffin (1987) also proposed a relation between illness rating and motion close

Illness rating : 1/50 * motion dose
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Figure 5 Relation between the motion dose and vomiting incidence (MSI) calculated
from the laboratory experiments by Alexander et al (1947), McCauley et al
(1976) and the sea trials by Lawther and Gri in (I 986). From Gri in (1990).

2.5.2 Two vertical motions superimposed

A study with two vertical oscillations with different frequencies and phase angles
superimposed have been conducted by Guignard and McCauley (1982). Their conclusions are

that an MSI model based solely on incidences observed as a function of frequencies and rms
acceleration for vertical sinusoidal motions is not reliably predictive of MSI due to the

complex motions in the real world.

 

5 The weighting lter is described in BSI (1987), Grif n (1990) and iso (1995).
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2.6 Influence of lateral acceleration and angular motion

Griffin (1991) has made an extensive review of studies concerning the influence of different

types of motion (rotational, linear and pendular) on motion sickness. One of his conclusions is
that no substantial study concerning horizontal oscillations has yet been published.

2.6.1 Visual information during roll and pitch motion

The effects of a visual reference and an artificial horizon during angular (roll and pitch)

motions inside a closed moving room (cabin) have been studied by Rolnick and Bles (1989).

Seasickness is normally less on the ship s bridge than below deck, despite generally larger
motions on the bridge. Rolnick and Bles examined the hypothesis that an artificial horizon

(AH) or visual reference through the windows (W) might lessen motion sickness symptoms
and might not influence work performance of the test subjects. Their results showed that both
conditions AH and W reduced the severity of motion sickness compared with a closed cabin
(CC) condition. However, their work performances were equal in the W conditions as in a no
motion (control) condition but both in the AH and CC conditions the work performances had
declined. An artificial horizon projected as a reference line in the tilting cabin supported
enough information to reduce symptoms of motion sickness but not in preventing a decrement

of performance.

2.6.2 Visual information during yaw motion

Reading a visual display while exposed to yaw oscillation is provocative when the angular
frequency is very low. Two conditions were examined by Guedry et al (1982), 0.02 Hz and

2.5 Hz both with an angular acceleration of about 200/s2. The subjects reading performances

were equal in both conditions but in Condition 1 (0.02 Hz) they suffered severely from motion

sickness.

2.6.3 Roll, pitch and yaw motion

A large study with whole-body oscillation in pitch, roll and yaw was conducted by Guedry et
al (1990). This was done by using different head and body positions inside the Human
Disorientation Device (HDD). This device is capable of rotating human subjects with the head
at the rotation centre about either of two independently controlled orthogonal axes, one
vertical, the other horizontal. In this experiment, rotation was always about the vertical axis:
therefore the vestibular stimuli were delivered to maximise the semicircular response and to
minimise otolith interaction.

In their long discussion, the authors believe that the motion sickness is not provoked by an

overstimulation of the vertical semicircular canals but is caused by a conflict between the
otolith system and semicircular system. The magnitude of angular acceleration in the

experiment (30 0/s2) is far less than the magnitude involved in normal everyday head

movements and the peak angular velocity is roughly the same as the peak velocity of natural

head oscillation of 1 or 2 Hz.

2.7 Conclusions

Most of the studies concerning motion sickness conducted which have been so far have
consisted of experiments with a motion sickness (vomiting) incidence (MSI) in the range 20 -

60%.
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MSI is not an appropriate scale for judging the severity of motion sickness. MSI measures the
vomiting incidence only. Better scales are the Graybiel scale and Illness rating (Graybiel et al
1968, Griffin 1990). In this report, the proposed method is to measure the incidence of
symptoms (SMSI) such as dizziness, nausea and subjects reporting notfeeling well.

Many of the studies have evaluated the in uence of vertical accelerations on MSI (McCauley
et al 1976, Lawther and Griffin 1987). The ISO standard 2631 (ISO 1995) is based on the

works of Lawther and Griffin (1987) and predicts only the percentage who may vomit, based
on the exposure to vertical acceleration in the frequency range 0.1 - 0.3 Hz. However, the ISO
2631 also states: there is some evidence that roll and pitch motion of the body may also

contribute to motion sickness symptoms.

Some of the studies reported have had few test subjects. Most of the subjects have been
healthy young males, which is far from the average population travelling in trains, buses, cars

and aeroplanes.

From a general transportation point of view, these studies are of moderate interest. The

combined effects of roll and lateral motions are most likely of great importance when the
vehicle is curving and tilting. These studies provides a limited guidance for an optimum
choice between discomfort caused by linear accelerations and discomfort due to angular

motions.
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3 Tilting trains, principles and definitions

A carbody tilt system is designed to lower the lateral acceleration (aye), felt by the passenger,

by tilting the carbody inwards in curves. It is a design to enhance the ride comfort and has, in
principle, no effects on safety or track forces. A tilting train may in curves travel with speeds

typically 25 35% faster than a normal non-tilting train, if no other comfort or safety limits
are violated. Examples of trains equipped with a carbody tilt system are: FS ETR 450 and
ETR 460, DE VT 610 and VT 611, JR Series 381 EMU, JR, 2000 DMU, 883 EMU and 281

DMU, VR 8220 and SJ X2000.

3.1 Definitions

For definition of angles and directions of acceleration, see Figure 6 and Report B

 

  

Acceleration in a tilting train

Accelerations in a tilting vehicle

when curving:

ay : v 2/R

az : g

Notations: see below.
Note: Directions of the lateral

accelerations are in reality in the
opposite direction. In the figure
they are drawn as they are
experienced as forces.
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Figure 6 Definition of angles and accelerations. Track superelevation is (pt. Tilt angle of

the carbody is 96. Total banking angle is (06 = (pt + & to the horizontal plane.

Vertical acceleration perpendicular to the horizontal plane is az,, lateral
acceleration parallel to the horizontal plane is ay and the resulting

acceleration is ar. Lateral acceleration in the carbody plane is aye.

Notations with reference to Figure 6:

Angles

_ roll angle (referring to the horizontal plane). [0]
= angle between the horizontal plane and the track plane. [0]

= angle between the horizontal plane and the carbody plane. [O]

- roll angle speed. [0/8]

angle (referring to the track plane). [0]

carbody tilt angle. [0]
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9
k

carbody tilt speed (tilting speed).

Track and vehicle parameters

2b = the lateral distance between wheel rail contact patches,
2b = 1.500 m for standard gauge track (1.435 m).

D = superelevation of the track (measured at the distance of 2b).

I = cant deficiency, the difference actual D and D needed
to get a lateral acceleration in track plane (aw) = O

R = curve radius.

v = vehicle speed.

Accelerations

g = gravitational acceleration, g = 9.81.

ay = lateral acceleration parallel to the horizontal plane, ay = vZ/R.
ay; = lateral acceleration parallel to the track plane,

ay. = (vZ/R)-cos((0t) - g-sin(q0t) z vZ/R _ g'D/Zb.
aye = lateral acceleration parallel to the carbody plane,

ay. = (vz/R)-COS((PC) -g'sin(qoc>.
aZ = vertical acceleration perpendicular to the horizontal plane, aZ = g
aZC = vertical acceleration perpendicular to the carbody plane.

az. = g cos((pc) + vZ/R sin((pc).
ar = resulting acceleration (a, = ay + az, vector summation).

The tilt compensation (comp) is to what degree the lateral acceleration in the track plane (ayt)

(low-pass filtered) is compensated by the tilt, i.e. ayc = ayy comp/100 [%]. The resulting lateral

acceleration is the lateral acceleration (aye) felt by passengers.

3.2 The carbody tilt system

A carbody tilt system normally consists of following principal parts:

1.

3.

4.

Some parameters of the tilt system are possible to vary in order to change the characteristics of

A sensor for lateral acceleration in the leading bogie of the train. The signal is low-pass

[0/8]

[In]

[m]
[m]

[m]
[m/s]

[m/sz]

[m/sz]

[m/sz]

[m/sz]

[m/sz]

[m/sz]

[m/sz]

filtered before being transmitted onwards the tilting computer located in each car.

The tilting computer calculates a lead value from the lateral acceleration measured in the
leading bogie, the position of the car in the train to delay the tilt movement to the right
moment, desired tilt compensation, other tilt control parameters and the train speed.

An actuator (pneumatic, hydraulic or electric) tilting the carbody in relation to the bogie.

A controller comparing for actual carbody tilt value with the lead value.

the system. Table 4 shows some possible variations of parameters in the tilting system.
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Table 4 Possible variation ofparameters in the tilt system.

Parameter Amplitude of Normal value Units

variation

Compensation of carbody tilt 0 100 70 [%]
Limitation of carbody tilt speed 0 4 4 [0/5]

Limitation of carbody tilt acceleration 0 - 10 106) [0/32] 
 

Remark: i The carbody tilt acceleration is not limited by the tilt control system, however the suspension system

together with inertia of the carbody limits the tilt acceleration to an estimated value of 10 °/s2.

An example of design (SJ X2000) is shown in Figure 7 (Andersson et al 1995). The carbody
tilt system for X2000 is described in Persson (1989, 1995), Andersson et al (1995) and in

report B.

 

Pendulum - 
   
    

Upper (tilting)
bolster

- Hydraulic
cylinder

x_f Lower bolster

Bogie frame   
Figure 7 Carboa y tiltfunction in XZOOO. Hydraulic cylinders rotate the upper bolster

compared to the lower bolster. Maximum angle between the two bolsters is

about 8°. Because of exibility in the suspension system the maximum tilt angle

is about 6.5 0. From Andersson et al (1995).
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3.3 Influence of tilt compensation strategies on the lateral
acceleration in the carbody

With an increase in carbody tilt compensation, the tilt angle increases and thereby also the
carbody tilt speed increases. An increased carbody tilt angle reduces the lateral acceleration in

the carbody plane and Vice versa; see Figure 8.
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Figure 8 Lateral acceleration in the carbody. A decrease in tilt compensation gives a

decrease in carbody tilt angle, butan increase in lateral acceleration felt by
the passengers.

If a limitation of the tilt speed is lower than the value necessary for the tilt system to tilt the
carbody in time allowed by the transition curve, the tilt system have to start early, or finish
late, or both. All these cases will cause a disturbance of the lateral acceleration in carbody,

illustrated in Figure 9.
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l \
Tangent track Transition curve Circular part of curve time

Figure 9 Lateral acceleration in carbody if the carbody tilt speed is too much limited.

Tilt motion have to start early and/orfinish late which causes undesired
bumps in lateral acceleration.
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4 Hypotheses and experimental design

Ride comfort, comfort disturbances from jerk and sudden motions and motion related
discomfort are functions of parameters depending on the vehicle, on the track and on human
parameters (as in Figure l).

Comfort and discomfort are responses from subjects, who are exposed to the conditions of the
experiment. Their responses may be modified by human and physical factors. Therefore, a
fairly large group of subjects is needed to minimise the in uence from random factors and

making it possible to achieve statistical significance when evaluating motion related
discomfort.

Three experiments with subjects were performed on the tilting high speed train XZOOO during
1994 95. The experimental hypothesis and design are described in subsequent Chapters 4.1
and 4.2.

4.1 Hypotheses of the experiment

The first assumption is that dynamic motion factors in uence the average ride quality,
comfort disturbances and motion-related discomfort. The second assumption is that different
tilt control strategies in uence the dynamic motion factors.

That is, for example, the provocation of motion related discomfort (the severity of motion

sickness) can be assumed to be a function of the prolonged exposure of vertical and, maybe,
lateral accelerations with frequencies at least in the range of 0.1 0.3 Hz. The provocation
may also be in uenced by roll motions of the carbody. Systematic differences in dynamic
motion patterns between the different cars in the train occurs and in uence discomfort. Large

in uences originate from the subjects sensitivity to motion sickness, physical and
physiological factors as well being, tiredness, occupation (work/read/talking) etc.

For provoking motion-related discomfort in trains, at least the following hypotheses are
possible:

' Too large angular motions in carbody tilt systems, leading to large roll angle speeds and
roll angle accelerations

. Too large vertical and/or lateral accelerations

0 Unfavourable interaction between linear and angular motions

For a train equipped with a carbody tilt system, motion-related discomfort may be caused by:

o The tilt system itself (angular motion due to the tilt system), and possibly vertical and
lateral motions caused by the angular motions

0 Long-wave lateral track alignment irregularities and transition curves. Higher train

speeds will increase the amplitudes as well as frequencies of the motions due to these
track characteristics

0 The suspension system, i.e. the damping and spring system of the vehicle (some
frequencies may be undamped or enhanced in the sensitive frequency range)
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Improvement in motion related (dis)comfort can be achieved by:

0 Improved control strategies or control parameters of the tilt system

0 Better track alignment and longer transition curves

0 An improved suspension system

Of these possible improvements, the first seems to be the easiest way to improve the ride
comfort and reduce motion-related discomfort.

Research hypothesis

The following research hypothesis is used in the experiments:

0 Different tilt control strategies influence motion-related comfort among the test subjects.

This hypothesis is not possible to test statistically. To be able to test a hypothesis, it must be
formulated as a null hypothesis (Ho), i.e. an hypothesis of no e ect. It is put forward with the
expressed purpose of being rejected. If it is rejected, the alternative hypothesis (H1) is then
supported. See also Chapter 5.5.1 (Siegel and Castellan 1988).

The following null hypotheses (Ho) are used in the experiments:

' Different tilt control strategies do not influence the incidence of symptoms of motion
sickness (SMSI)6 among the subjects.

0 Different tilt control strategies do not in uence rated ride comfort or frequency of
comfort disturbances among the subjects.

0 Different tilt control strategies do not influence the ability to work/read among the
subjects.

The method used is to sample ratings from the subjects through questionnaires four times per

test run. The design of the experiments is to minimise the systematic and stochastic errors.
The physical parameters (vertical and lateral accelerations, tilt angle, train speed etc.) of the
train ride are recorded for future analysis of possible relations between train motions and
motion-related discomfort.

4.2 Design of an experiment studying motion-related
discomfort

4.2.1 Task

Designing an experiment of human response to motion-related discomfort and employing a
number of (test) subjects is not only a question of choosing the independent and dependent

test variables but also minimising interference with human factors and other modifying

factors. The independent variables of interest are the motion factors listed in Table 5.

 

6 See Chapter 5.5.2 for a de nition of SMS].
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Table 5 Independent variables of interest and their variation.

Independent variable Range

Lateral acceleration low, medium, high

Roll angle velocity low, high
Roll angle acceleration low, high  
However, it is not possible to vary these parameters easily and independently. The possible
parameters of variation in the tilt system are: degree of carbody tilt compensation, carbody tilt
speed, and maybe carbody tilt acceleration (Table 4). Other independent factors that might
in uence the responses are: train speed, position of the subjects (seated at a window, facing

running direction), track geometry and track irregularities on different track sections.

However, there are also other factors (physical or human) that might in uence the human
responses. There may be some systematic differences in the motion patterns in each of the
individual cars in the test train. For example, the first and the rear may differ from the
intermediate cars in the train. Human factors, that may in uence the experiment are: gender,
age, sensitivity to motion sickness, former experience of symptoms of motion sickness,

occupation during the ride and the status of well-being.
The responses (dependent variables), in this case related to discomfort, may also in uence and
moderate the human variables with time. See Figure 10 for a schematic graph of the relations
between these different variables.

 

Relations between different variables in an
experiment of motion-related discomfort

  

 

 

      
   
        

 

Independent Motion environment Human Responses/

Car body tilt on/off Measured variables: Male / Female /Overall ride X
Tilt compensation Lat & vert acceleration Age comfort
Car body roll speed Lat & vert jerk Sensitivity Comfort

Car body 1 0 acc > Roll angle speed < _? Occupation _, disturbances

Forward or Roll angle acceleration* Experience Symptoms Of

backward _ motlon
travelling Non-measured _ Slfliness (SMS)

Window seat variables: Well-being / Ablllty to
Yaw motion Nausea work/read

Tram Speed Pitch motions \ /
Track geometry Temperature

Track irregularities Air quality time

Car position in train Noise
Evaluation of ride

| * only indirectly measured wuality index  
    

Figure 10 Dependencies ofdt erent variables in an experiment regarding motion-related
discomfort, showing the independent variables, other in uencing variables,

and human responses. Independent and dependent variables that are used, are
marked with bold typeface.
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4.2.2 Test design

It is possible to reduce the in uence the human and other modifying factors and increase the
statistical significance by increasing the group size, under the assumption that these factors are
randomly distributed. A complementary way is to use groups of subjects, which are matched
in the most dominating modifying factors. In this experiment, these are: age, gender and

sensitivity to motion sickness.

Another way of enhancing the significance of the experiment is to use all groups in more than

one of the conditions. If the groups are testing all the conditions then a balanced design can be

used, see Table 6.

Table 6 Balanced design of Latin Square type.

A, B and C are different conditions.

 

Test Test Test
Test group run I ran2 ran 3
 

Group 1 A B C
Group 2 C A B
Group 3 B C A  
A so called Latin Square design ensures that in uence from non-controlled variables and
factors and also that carry-over effects from one condition to another are minimised

(Campbell and Stanley 1966).

In Experiment 1, three groups were exposed to three conditions simultaneously. In
Experiment 2, two groups were exposed to two conditions simultaneously; the neXt day they

were exposed to another set of conditions. In Experiment 3, three groups were exposed to
three conditions simultaneously during three test runs using a balanced design, according to

the Latin Square principle in Table 6.

The size of the test groups was chosen to about 20 subjects in all the experiments, in order to
achieve enough statistical power in the different tests (Keppel 1991). For information of the

different groups of subjects, see Chapter 5.3.

4.2.3 Realization

The experimental design was developed successively as a part of the research project.
Experiment 3 was designed to meet the requirements and principles outlined in Chapter 4.2.
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5 Studies on human responses in a high
speed tilting train

This chapter is mainly a summary of report B and describes the conducted study on human

responses to different strategies of tilt control, as reported by the subjects.

5.1 Objectives of the test

As part of the research project, a series of experiments was started in the autumn of 1994, in

order to study the human responses to motion-related discomfort. The objectives of

experiments were:

o To describe the low frequency motions in a tilting train.

0 To survey the human response regarding estimated ride comfort and comfort
disturbances, symptoms of motion sickness (SMS) and rated ability to work/read for

alternative ways of controlling the carbody tilt system.

The experiments were conducted with subjects in a tilting train (X2000). The experiments
were conducted in co-operation with S] and Adtranz (formerly ABB Traction).

5.2 Test conditions - train and track

The following sections 5.2.1 - 5.2.5 define the different test parameters and conditions used in

the experiments.

5.2.1 The experiments

The total series of experiments was conducted and divided into one pilot test and three

experiments; see Table 7:

 

 

 

Table 7 Definition of experiments.

Name Date Purpose Number of
test runs

Pilot test: 25 26th October, 1994 Examine possible conditions
Experiment 1: 28th November, 1994 Carry out condition? A, B, D 1
Experiment 2: 29 30th November, 1994 Carry out condition? A, B, C, D 2 + 2
Experiment 3: 19 - 21st June, 1995 Carry out condition1 A, G, F 3
 

Remark: i Conditions are de ned in Chapter 5.2.5

The purpose of the pilot test was to examine different conditions and responses for a few

subjects. The decision of realization of Experiment 3 was taken after a preliminary evaluation
of the previous experiments. Gained experience from these were taken into account when

designing Experiment 3.

5.2.2 Definition of test runs and test parts

In each experiment different numbers of test runs were conducted. The number of test runs is
shown in Table 7. Each test run (in the experiments) consisted of a three-hour train ride and
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was divided into four test parts (see Table 8). Because of the large number of subjects in
Experiment 2, the subjects were divided into two test sessions with different test runs.

The pilot test was conducted during 2 days. Under each days the total time used in the test was
approximately 6 hours and was divided into several test runs.

5.2.3 Test vehicle

An X2000 tilting train was used in all experiments. During the pilot test, and in Experiments 1

and 2 the train had two intermediate cars. In Experiment 3, there was four intermediate cars. A
comprehensive description of X2000 is given by SJ (1995). See also drawing on X2000 with

four intermediate cars in Appendix C. The cars were numbered from the power car towards
the driving trailer as given in Appendix C.

5.2.4 Track characteristics

The tests were conducted on a fairly curved track from Järna, via Katrineholm to Linköping.
Järna is situated about 48 km south-west of Stockholm on the main line towards Gothenburg

and Malmö, see map in Figure 11. The test track between Järna and Linköping has a length of
about 180 km, with permitted speeds for X2000 of 180 - 200 km/h for about 85% of the track
(conventional train 140 -l60 km/h).

In Experiment 1, the test track was Järna Norrköping Järna and for all other experiments
Linköping - Järna Linköping. All test runs were divided into test parts with division points
at Katrineholm and at the reversing station. Definition of test parts for experiments, see Table

 

   

   

.- _ ' -H. Used abbreviations
...-nu. _ :.d,'_%% KCX-:o: writ? holm on names of

. , -Q i;u.. sägas adgnN-f stations:
ckhähysSyd ? _. Jn : Järna

inge Fle : Flen
. _ K : Katrineholm

11 Nr : Norrköping
Lp : Linköping

- . 'i' OlmåfdähOxelösund
Shem ofrxrxoping
/ Ederkopinge

" /Linköping xfåqm   
Figure 11 Map showing the railway lines (broad lines) between

Stockholm ana' Linköping.
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Table 8 Definition of test parts for the experiments

Test part Experiment ] Experiment 2 and 3

l Järna Katrineholm Linköping Katrineholm

2 Katrineholm - Norrköping Katrineholm Järna
3 Norrköping - Katrineholm Järna - Katrineholm

4 Katrineholm - Järna Katrineholm Linköping.  
5.2.5 Test parameters used in the experiments

During the experiments the following values were used for different parameters in the carbody
tilt control system and for the train speed, see Table 9.

 

 

    

Table 9 Parameters of the carbody tilt control system in all conditions.

Test Train Tilt Limitation of Limitation of Resulting
condition speed compen carbody tilt carbody tilt lateral _

sation speed acceleration accelerationl

[%] [O/s] [(>/sz] [rn/sz]
A Cat S 70 4 no limit11 0.6
B Cat S 40 4 no limit 1.0
C Cat B 0 no tilt no tilt 1.15
D Cat S 70 2 no limit 0.7

F Cat S 55 4 4 0.8
G Cat S 55 2.3 no limit 0.8

Remarks: Cat A train: A normal non-tilting train with a maximum permitted cant deficiency (0 of 0.100 m.

Cat B train: A normal non tilting train with a maximum permitted cant deficiency (1) of 0.155 m,

corresponding to a curving speed about 10 % higher than the Cat A train.
Cat S train: A normal non-tilting train with a maximum permitted cant deficiency (1) of 0.245 m,

corresponding to a curving speed 25-35 % higher than the Cat A train.
Condition E was planned, but never realized, with limited carbody tilt acceleration

and 70 % tilt compensation.

i Typical maximum values.

ii The carbody tilt acceleration was not limited by the tilt control system. Due to

inertia of carbody and of suspension stiffness the carbody tilt acceleration is

estimated to about 10 [(>/sz].

5.3 Test subjects

Healthy volunteers were used in all experiments. The students from Linköping University
(LiU) received a small amount of money for their participation. The subjects were served

sandwiches and coffee/tea during the test runs.

A factor, common to all experiments, was that the subjects were seated during the test run and

only occasionally walked about in the test train. The subjects were told to change seats at the
reversal of travelling direction, and thereby they travelled either forwards or backwards on the

whole test run. They were asked to read or do some work, but many just talked or looked out
of the windows.
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Experiment 1 (Nov. 1994)

In Experiment l, About 60 subjects took part in a three hour test run. They were mostly
employees of the railway company (SJ) and the manufacturer of the trains (Adtranz). They

were divided into three groups seated in separate cars on the way from Järna to Norrköping.
On the return journey group no 3 (seated in the driving trailer) was moved into the two other

cars.

Experiment 2 (Nov. 1994)

The following two days, approximately 80 subjects took part and were divided into two
separate sessions (40 subjects) of two test runs, each lasting about three hours per day. Each

session was then divided into two groups of about 20 subjects seated in different cars. The
subjects were mostly students from LiU and staff from VTI and Linköping University
Hospital (LUH).

Experiment 3 (June 1995)

In Experiment 3, conducted seven months later, more than 70 subjects were used during three
consecutive days. They made a three-hour test run every day. The subjects were selected from

about 90 volunteers, being the most sensitive according to their self-rated sensitivity to motion
sickness. The three groups were matched in order to get approximately the same distribution
of gender and self rated sensitivity to motion sickness. Each group was seated in a separate
car. Subjects were mostly students from LiU and staff from VTI and LUH.

Data for the subjects are shown in Table 10.

 

 

  

Table 10 Data far the subjects in the three experiments.

Experiment ] Experiment 2 Experiment 3

Subjects from Adtranz, SJ and Mostly students Mostly students
students at KTH at LiU at LiU

Number 61 79 72
Percentage women 33% 43% 47%
Age [year] 19 - 65 19 -59 16-67

Average age [year] 34 26 25
Medium age [year] 29 24 23

Number of test groups 3 2 + 2 3

Self rated sensitivity:
Average women 3.1 3.4 3.6
Average men 2.3 2.3 2.6
Average total 2.6 2.8 3.1

Remark: Self-rated subjective sensitivity to motion sickness on a seven-grade scale from 1 (zero

sensitivity) to 7 (very high sensitivity).

The subjects in Experiment 1 constituted a very heterogeneous group with a high deviation in

age and sensitivity to motion sickness. The randomizing into three groups produced a

deviation in age, gender and sensitivity between the groups.

In Experiment 2, the different groups were much more equal than the previous group as the

subjects were mostly students aged 20 - 25 years.

In Experiment 3, the test groups were almost equal regarding age, gender and sensitivity.
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Distribution of the subjects in sensitivity classes (Experiment 3)

The distribution of men and women that have rated their subjective sensitivity to motion

sickness is shown in Table 11. Note that the number of women and men are accumulated over
three test runs and contains only those who have reported feeling well at the beginning of the
test run.

Table 11 Distribution ofwomen and men for different self rated sensitivity to motion

sickness (Experiment 3 accumulatedfor three days).

 

 

Sensitivity to ] Z 3 4 5 6 7
motion sickness:

Male 30 24 3 8 15 8 O 0

Female 9 32 13 26 21 5 O  

5.4 Realization

5.4.1 Experiment 1 and 2

In Experiments 1 and 2, the subjects were randomized into groups by a lottery ticket, with
information of car number, seat number and the direction of travelling. Car 3 (driving trailer)

was used only when running as a trailing car and not as a leading car. At the reversal of
direction in Experiment 1, the subjects in the driving trailer moved to the other cars. Table 12
and Table 13 shows the test pattern sequence for Experiment 1 and 2 respectively.

Table 12 Realization ofExperiment 1 (28th Nov., 1994) with test pattern sequences

for the different conditions.
Test track: Järna - Norrköping and return.

 

 

 
 

Experiment ] Experiment ]
Test track: Jn Nr Nr - Jn

Car # 1 B B

Car # 2 D D
Car # 3 A Subjects moved to

Cars 1 and 2.
Remarks: Car 1 was an intermediate car next to the driving unit and car 3 was the power car.

J11 = Järna, Nr = Norrköping.
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Table 13 Realization ofExperiment 2 (29 30th Nov., 1994) with test pattern sequences

for the di erent conditions.
Test track: Linköping Järna and return, ifnot indicated otherwise.

 

 

  

Experiment 2 Experiment 2
Session ] Session 2

Day 1 Day 2 Day l _ Day 2

Test track: Lp Jn - Lp Lp Fle-Lp1 Lp In In Lp
Car # 1 A B __ A C A
Car # 2 B AB11 D C D
 

Remarks: Jn : Järna, Lp = Linköping, Fle = Flen

i Test run only Linköping - Flen Linköping, because of late running test train.

ii Analogue tilt control system.

Car # 3 not used.

5.4.2 Experiment 3

The decision to continue the series of experiments and realize Experiment 3, was taken after

an evaluation of the two first experiments. The conditions in Experiment 3 were also designed
so that it would be possible to realize them in commercial traffic.

Experiences made in Experiments 1 and 2 suggested an increase in the average sensitivity of

the groups. The groups of subjects should also be matched considering gender and sensitivity
to motion sickness. Therefore, the randomizing was performed before the experiment started
with respect to the above mentioned factors. Also, the test pattern sequence selected for this

experiment was of a Latin square design. This experimental design minimises the differences
between the different groups. Due to the use of an XZOOO train with four intermediate cars in
this experiment, it was possible to run three conditions simultaneously during three days. One
test run was performed per day. The test pattern sequence is shown in Table 14. Compare this
with the balanced design in Table 6.

 

 

Table 14 Realization ofExperiment 3 (] 9-2] st June, 1995) with test pattern sequences

for the different conditions. Test track: Linköping Järna and return.

Day ] Day 2 Day 3

Car # 1 A F G
Car # 2. G A F

Cm#¢ F G A  
Remark: i Car # 3 was the buffet car and not used as a test car.

Compare with the Latin Square design in Table 6.

5.5 Evaluation of responses

Each test run lasted about 3 hours. Before each test run the subjects answered a questionnaire

concerning previous experiences of travel and motion sickness experiences in different
transport modes, sensitivity to motion sickness and their present well being. After each test
part (interval of approximately 45 minutes) the subjects answered a questionnaire concerning:
estimated ride comfort, comfort disturbances and different symptoms of motion sickness. In
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Experiment 3, the subjects also rated their ability to work/read. The questionnaires used are
shown in Appendix B. The physical variables, such as accelerations (vertical and lateral), tilt
angle, train speed etc. during the test runs were recorded for future analysis of possible
relations between train motions and human responses.

5.5.1 Statistical evaluation

Test hypotheses

A null hypothesis (H0) is a statement that implies equal response from the test conditions.

Hoi [i] = g = [13 = etc.,

where u can be the mean value of a certain response. The responses under this hypothesis can

be tested with a number of methods, for example, analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Chi-

square test (x2 test, see de nition in Appendix A). If the probability of the responses under

the null hypothesis of H0 is very unlikely, then H0 is rejected and the alternative hypothesis
(HI) is considered to be true. An H1 statement is that there are differences in responses from
the conditions.

H1: not all u's are equal

The level of rejection of null hypothesis HO is called significance level ((x) (Keppel 1991). The

significance level in this report is 5% ((x = 0.05).

Variables on a ve-grade scale

For the variables on a five-grade scale (ride comfort, ability to work/read) an average value
was calculated for each group and test part. For the significance analysis a normal analysis of
variation (ANOVA) could be used (Keppel 1991). A confidence interval of 95% degree of
confidence is:

Confidence interval = )? it's - w/l/ N ,

where )? is the average of the test sample, s is the standard deviation, N : the number of
observations and t is a parameter (from Students t distribution) depending on the chosen
degree of confidence and the number of observations. For example, t: 2.201 for N : 12 (a'f :
11) and 95% degree of confidence (Rudemo and Råde 1973).

Variables on a two-grade scale

For variables on a yes-no scale (symptoms of motion sickness, comfort disturbances, etc.) a
relative frequency fn of positive/negative answers could be calculated. A confidence interval

of approximately 95 % degree of confidence is:

fn fn)Confidence interval : fn j: 1.96 ' T ,

where fn is the relative frequency and N = number of observations (Rudemo and Råde 1973).

For the analysis of statistical significance a x2 -test could be used (Siegel and Castellan 1988).

Number of observations

The number of Observations (N) is the number of subjects for a condition multiplied with the
number of test parts during the test run for that condition.
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5.5.2 Definition of symptoms of motion-sickness incidence (SMSI)

The subjects estimated their well being (status) immediately before the test run. They reported
their subjective ratings (symptoms of motion sickness and well-being) four times per test run.

A Symptoms of motion sickness (SMS) for a subject is defined as if the subject reported
dizziness, nausea or not feeling well under the condition that the subject had reported feeling
well at the start of the test run. Not feeling well is defined as the subjects, who had not
reported Ifeel all right (see Appendix B for the questions put forward to the subjects).

The number of subjects who reported notfeeling well at the beginning of a test run was 0 to 5,

which corresponds to O - 17% of a group in one car.

Symptoms of motion sickness incidence (SMSI) is the percentage of subjects having a SMS. It
is evaluated over all test parts where the subject had participated in a specific condition X.

Z SMSX
SMS] = pms

X ZSubjectSX
parts
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5.6 Results

Pilot test

The aim of the pilot test was to trial possible conditions of the parameters and responses of a

few subjects. A positive outcome of the pilot test was that the subjects did react on the
different conditions and that the test time should be limited to about three to fours hours due

to tiredness of the subjects.

Experiment 1, 2 and 3

The results in the experiments are reported in Chapters 5.6.1 5.6.4.

5.6.1 Results - Estimated overall ride comfort

The overall ride comfort was rated by the subjects on a five-grade scale (1 = very bad comfort,

5 = very good comfort). The global average rated ride comfort is about 4.0 to 4.2 for almost

all conditions with a total variation of about i 0.5 units from the global average value, for any

group on any particular condition. The average values for conditions F and G are slightly more
positive than condition A but the difference is not significant. See Figure 12 for global
average ride comfort ratings.
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Figure 12 Rated ride comfortfor the di erent conditions. The rstfour conditions are
related to Experiments 1 and 2, and the last three to Experiment 3.
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5.6.2 Results - Comfort disturbances

In the questionnaires the subjects could also register their complaints on the comfort which
was caused by lateral or vertical jolting, high centrifugal forces etc. The results are shown in
Table 15.

 

 

Table 15 Percentage of the subjects complaining of comfort disturbances from different

sources.

Jolting ride Jolting ride High Jerky tilt Other

lateral vertical centrifugal remarks
forces

[%] [%] [%] [%] [%]
Condition A 60 14 5 6 13

Condition B 54 17 14 3 10
Condition C 30 15 13 1 7
Condition D 48 13 9 4 2

Condition A* 58 16 9 9 8
Condition F* 54 15 9 8 o
Condition G* 54 15 7 8 7  
Remarks: * Experiment 3.

The differences are small between the conditions. Complaints due to high centrifugal forces
may reflect the differences in lateral acceleration during curving (see last column in Table 9).

5.6.3 Results - Symptoms of motion sickness

5.6.3.1 Gender

Women reported two to three times more symptoms than men, therefore in Experiment 3,
identical proportions of women and men in all conditions and groups were used. The average
subjective self estimation of sensitivity to motion sickness was also rated higher among
women (3.6) than men (2.6) on a seven grade scale7. No differences were found in the self-

estimation of sensitivity to motion sickness concerning age.

5.6.3.2 Different tilt control strategies

Experiment 1

The results from Experiment 1 showed some extreme results mainly because of the high

percentage sensitive females in the condition A group, which was not matched with the other
two groups.

Experiment 2

The incidence of motion sickness symptoms (SMSI), as reported in the questionnaires, is

shown in Table 16 for conditions A, B, C and D.

 

7 1= no sensitivity; 7 = very high sensitivity to motion sickness
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Table 16 Percentage Ofsubjects with motion sickness symptoms (SMS!) during
Experiment 2.

 

 

Test SMSI 95% approx. Relative to A

condition [%] conf. interval [%]

A 19 11 26 100
B 12 6 19 67

C S* 0 10 33
D 19 10 28 104  

Remark: * Condition C deviate significantly from condition A (p < 0.05).

In Experiment 2, condition C showed significantly less symptoms than the other conditions.

Condition C was the condition with zero tilt and lower speed, indicating that the suspension

system by itself is not provoking a large number of symptoms. The condition B indicated a
potential of a reduction of 25 - 30 % of SMS] compared with condition A.

Experiment 3

In Experiment 3, the two conditions with 55% tilt compensation (conditions F and G) showed

significantly better results than condition A, with condition G showing a numerically slightly
better value than F. The reduction of SMSI was 30 45 % compared with condition A, see
Figure 13.
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Figure 13 SMS] as a function of conditions A, F and G in Experiment 3.

The differences between the conditions A, F and G are significant (pf : 6.80, elf = 2,

p < O.O33)8. The difference between E and G is insignificant.

 

8 See appendix A for a de nition of x2 - test.
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5.6.3.3 Reported symptoms

The differences between conditions A, F and G for different symptoms of motion sickness and

for SMSI are shown in Figure 14 (Experiment 3).
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Figure 14 Di erences in reported symptoms of motion sickness for the conditions A, F

and G (Experiment 3).
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and total (Experiment 3).
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The differences among gender between conditions A, F and G for different symptoms of
motion sickness are shown in Figure 15. The difference in percentage between women and
men is about three times for nausea, notfeeling well and SMS] (Experiment 3).

5.6.3.4 Influence of forward travelling and window seats

The in uence on SMSI from riding forward or backward, and seated close to a window or not,
is shown in Table 17. It is remarkable, that subjects travelling backward had significantly less

motion sickness symptoms than those travelling forwards Of: 7.92, df = l, p < 0.005). The

influence of a windows seat, opposed to a non-window seat is small and insignificant.

Table 17 In uence of travelling forward versus backward and window seat versus non-

window seat on SMSI (Experiment 3).

 

 

Forwards Backwards Window seat Non window seat

N 61 34 66* 29*
SMSI 14 % 8 % 10 % 14 %
på 7.925 (dfz 1) 2.607 (df: l)

p 0.005 0.106   
Remark: * About % of the subjects had window seats and % had not.

N = number of observations.

5.6.3.5 In uence of exposure time on SMSI

The SMSI was highest at the first and the last test part during the three-hour test run, see

Figure 16.
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Figure 16 Motion sickness symptoms incidence (SMS]) as a function of travel time

(Experiment 3).

The explanation of this behaviour may be at least one of the following:
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0 The severity of the provoking stimuli is higher for the first and the last test part
(Linköping - Katrineholm and return) than for the middle parts (Katrineholm - Järna
Katrineholm) and therefore the SMSI is higher for these parts. The difference may be
caused by different track geometry and track irregularities.

0 The cumulative vertical exposure according to motion dose (Lawther and Griffin 1987)

may be inaccurate under the condition prevailing under these experiments.

It seems that an evaluation of relevant motions and motion doses is needed before a better

explanation can be given.

5.6.3.6 Correlation between self-rated sensitivity and symptoms

The subjects rated their sensitivity to motion sickness before the test runs on a seven-grade
scale from 1 (none) to 7 (very large). Figure 17 shows the percentage of subjects with a certain
rated sensitivity having an SMS (Experiment 3). For men and women together the shown
regression coefficient is high (r2 = 0.95). Also for women the regression coefficient is good (r2

= 0.85).

The evaluation of SMSI in Figure 17 is based on the distribution of men and women shown in
Table ll. No subject had estimated their sensitivity to 7.
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(Experiment 3).
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5.6.4 Results - Rated working/reading ability

During Experiment 3, the subjects rated their ability to work or read on a five grade scale
from 1 (very poor) to 5 (very good) ability. They rated their ability to work and read slightly

higher for conditions F and G compared to condition A, but the variation is small and not

significant, see Table 18.

Table 18 Comparison of rated working / reading ability (Experiment 3).

 

 

 

Estimated 95 %

work/ read ability conf. interval

Condition A 4.06 3.91 4.21

Condition F 4.13 4.04 - 4.22

Condition G 4.20 4.11 - 4.29
 

Remark: On a five-grade scale from very bad (1) to very good (5) ability

5.7 Summary

A tilt compensation of 55% showed to be the most favourable of the examined conditions.
Both conditions F and G show a significant reduction of symptoms of motions sickness
incidence (SMSI) in the order of 30 45%. Differences in rated ride comfort, frequency of

comfort disturbances and rated ability to work or read are small and not significant.

Women reported significantly two to three times higher values of SMS] than men.

In Experiment 3, there was significantly less SMSI for subjects travelling backwards compared
with those travelling forwards. The reduction was about 40%. Sitting next to a window or not,
did not in uence SMSI significantly. There are also indications that limited tilt speed and/or
tilt acceleration may reduce symptoms.

Overall ride comfort was rated in the range of 4.0 - 4.2 on a five-grade scale, from 1 (very
poor ride comfort) to 5 (very good ride comfort). There was no significant difference between
all the studied conditions.

The frequency of comfort disturbances as well as the rated ability to work and read in the

conditions F and G do not differ significantly from condition A.

Although these results are not directly transferable to a normal population of travellers in

trains, they point to a way of reducing the number of people experiencing motion-related

discomfort.
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6 Discussion

The mechanisms of motion sickness are not entirely known. The one most widely accepted is

the sensory con ict hypothesis (Reason 1974, Reason and Brand 1975, Reason 1978, Stott
1986, Benson 1988, Oman 1988), while others have advocated that the motion sickness

response is a protection function for body integrity (Treisman 1977, Money 1991). It seems

clear that the vestibular organs are a necessary part of the reaction (Henriksson et al 1972).

The empirical investigations reported in the literature have mostly focused on the high levels

of vertical accelerations found in sea environments, where Lawther and Griffin s (1987)

model of motion dose has been successful. Angular (pitch, roll and yaw) motions have in

some cases been found to be provocative and in others not (McCauley et al 1976, Guedry et al
1982, 1990). A possible common factor is that very low angular frequency motions (0.02 -

0.04 Hz) together with an interaction with the visual field can be provocative (Guedry et al
1982, 1990) but together with a stabilising artificial horizon they are not (Rolnik and Bles

1989).

Regarding the circumstances found in carbody tilt environments, no scientific experiments

with different tilt conditions have been published, except the experiment of Sussman et al
(1994) concerning a proposed magnetic levitation transport system. This experiment was
conducted in an aeroplane testing comfort disturbances from vertical accelerations, roll

angles, roll angle speeds and roll angle accelerations.

In the present study, experimental methods and designs have been developed in the course of
the experiments. The importance of a balanced design, i.e. that all groups participate in all
conditions and that groups of subjects are matched in age, gender and sensitivity to motion
sickness, has been shown. A suitable method of measurement of symptoms of motion sickness
incidence (SMSI) has been proposed, based on the symptoms of dizziness and nausea together
with a subjective estimation of well being, in this case notfeeling well.

The subjects rated their overall ride comfort to be slightly more than good in all conditions.
Differences between the conditions in ride comfort, comfort disturbances and ability to work

are small and not significant. Conditions with low or medium tilt compensation show a
significant reduction of SMS] in the order of 30 45% for the seated subjects. Also a limited
tilt angle speed or tilt angle acceleration showed positive results on SMS]. The causes for these
results are unclear, but probably a reduction in roll angle motions creates less sensory conflict.

Future analysis of motion-related discomfort and development of optimal tilt control systems

may be based on the spatial model proposed by Borah et al (1989) and Oman s (1982, 1988)
model for the evaluation of motion sickness symptoms based on control theory.

Future research should investigate the in uence of lateral accelerations, roll angle speed and

roll angle acceleration on symptoms of motion sickness and ride comfort.
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Appendix A Abbreviations, definitions and notations

Abbreviations

Adtranz

BR

BRR

BSI

CEN

CNS

Conf

DB (DBAG)

DIS

DMU

EMU

ETR

FS

ISO

JR (JNR)

KFB

KTH

LiU

LUH

RTRI

SJ

SNCF

TGV

TGV Duplex

VR

VT

VTI

ABB Daimler-Benz Transportation, A global supplier of railway

equipment. In this report, Adtranz is the Swedish train manufacturer,

Adtranz Sweden, Västerås.

British Rail, London.

British Rail Research, Derby.

British Standards Institution, London.

European Committee for Standardization, Brussels.

Central nervous system.

See confidence.

Deutsche Bahn AG. German Railways, Frankfurt/Berlin.

Draft International Standard. A draft standard issued by ISO and valid

for two years.

Diesel Multiple Unit.

Electric Multiple Unit.

Elettrotreni rapidi, Italian high speed electric train.

Ferrovie dello Stato S.p.A., Italian State Railways, Rome.

International Organization for Standardization, Geneva.

Japan Railways Group, former Japanese National Railways.

Swedish Transport and Communications Research Board, Stockholm.

Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan. The Royal Institute of Technology,
Stockholm.

University in Linköping.

University Hospital in Linköping.

Railway Technical Research Institute, Tokyo.

Swedish State Railways, Stockholm.

Société Nationale des Chemins de Fer Francais. French National

Railways, Paris.

Train & Grande Vitesse. French High speed train.

Two level TGV train.

Valtionrautatiet, VR Ltd, Finish State Railways, Helsinki.

Verbrennungstriebwagen, German diesel motor car.

Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute, Linköping.
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Definitions and explanations

ANOVA

Balanced design

Bogie

Bolster

Canals

Carbody

Carbody tilt

Cant

Cant deficiency

Cat A train

Cat B train

Cat S train

Chi square (x2)

test

ANalysis Of VAriation. A structured method of analysis of the variation

of the tested variables in a experiment in order to judge if the variation is
significant. See Keppel (1991) for a reference text book.

A test design, where all groups are testing all conditions and also
minimises the influence from one condition to another. A typical

(counter-) balanced, or Latin Square design is in the example below.
Conditions: A, B, C and D. Test groups: 1 - 4 (Campell and Stanley
1966).

 

Testl Test 2 Test 3 Test 4

Group 1 A B C D
Group 2 B D A C
Group 3 C A D B
Group 4 D C B A

The part of the vehicle, where the wheelsets, suspension and part of the

tilt system are located.

Bogie bolster. A load carrying member of the tilt and suspension system.

See example in Figure 7.

See semicircular canals.

The part of the vehicle where the passengers and cargo etc. are located.

See tilt.

Superelevation of the track (D). Cant is measured over the [m]

lateral distance between the wheel-rail contact patches (219), see Figure 6.

is the difference between cant needed to achieve a lateral [m]

acceleration in the track plane is equal to zero and actual cant (1).

A normal non-tilting train with a maximum permitted cant deficiency of
0.100 m, according to Swedish regulations.

A normal non-tilting train with a maximum permitted cant deficiency of
0.155 m, corresponding to a curving speed about 10 % higher than Cat A
train, according to Swedish regulations.

A tilting train with a maximum permitted cant deficiency of 0.245 m,

corresponding to a curving speed 25-35 % higher than Cat A train,

according to Swedish regulations.

In the x2 test the observed numbers is compared with the expected

numbers under a null hypothesis (H0). The test statistic is:

0 152zz/(151)

l

where O, : the observed number of cases in the ith category, 1 S i S k

E, : the expected number of cases in the ith category, 1 S i S k

k = the number of categories
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Comfort

Compensation

Condition

Confidence

Appendix A

Degrees of freedom elf: k - 1. Find in a x2 Table the probability p (that
H0 is true) from the observed value X2 and df. If that probability p is less

than or equal to the significance level a (p _<_ a), reject Ho and accept H1

(Siegel and Castellan 1988).

The subjective state of well-being. The comfort experience is influenced

by physical (dynamic, ambient and spatial), social and situational factors,

see also ride comfort and ride quality.

Tilt compensation (comp) is to what degree the lateral acceleration in the

track plane (aw) is reduced in the carbody (aye).

comp = 100 lOO*( aye /ay,). [%]

A set of different alternative parameters for controlling the tilt system and

speed of the train, as used in the experiments. See Table 9, Chapter 5.2.5.

A confidence interval for a parameter x with a confidence degree of y%,
is an interval wherein the true parameter xmw, of the true population, is

located y times out of 100.

Coriolis cross-coupled stimulus

Graybiel scale

Illness Rating

Jerk, jolt

Kinetosis

Latin Square design

Motion dose

MSDVZ

MSI

Muscle sense

After 60 s of whole-body rotation, head movements in pitch or roll will
produce a sensation of moving the head in the perpendicular direction.

A scale for judgement of the severity of motion sickness proposed by

Graybiel et al (1968).

A four-grade scale proposed by Lawther and Griffin (1987) for judging

the well-being of a person. The grades are: O; I felt all right; 1, I felt
Slightly unwell; 2, Ifelt quite ill; 3, Ifelt absolutely dreadful.

Jerk is the rate of change in acceleration. In a train environment, jerk is

associated with the change of lateral acceleration in transition curves. Jolt
is a sudden motion caused by passing a switch or track alignment faults,
causing comfort disturbances to the passengers. Both jerks and jolts are
filtered by a low-pass filter (typically 0.3 2 Hz) before evaluation. Jerk
is measured in [m/s3] and jolt in peak to peak [rn/sz] over a certain period

of time (normally 2 s).

Motion sickness.

See balanced design.

T
2 1/2

: (LMM!) , [In/81's]
()

(MSDVZ), aw is frequency weighted vertical acceleration, T is integration
time. The weighting curve is defined in ISO (1995) as , BSI (1987) and

Griffin (1990).

Motion Sickness Dose Value (vertical axis). See motion dose.

Motion Sickness Incidence (Vomiting Incidence). The percentage of

subjects vomiting in a particular circumstance.

See proprioceptive system.
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Otoliths

Pitch

Posture system

Proprioceptive
located system

HHS

Ride comfort

Ride quality

Roll

Semicircular canals

Significance level

Somatosensory system

SMS

SMSI

Subject

Test condition

Test design

Test group

Test parameters

Test part

Test run

Test subject

Tilt

Tilt angle

Tilt angle speed

Organs sensitive for static and dynamic linear acceleration, found in the
inner ear. See also the vestibular system.

Rotation about the lateral (y) axis.

Through information from the vestibular, visual and proprioceptive

system, the posture system is able to control the posture and movements
of the body. (See also the vestibular system).

Information of the posture of the body received from sensory cells

in muscles and joints.

Root mean square. A measure of signal power.

The human evaluation of the overall comfort of the ride on the scale very

poor to very good.

The technical evaluation of ride comfort. This can be done according to
different standards as Wz (Sperling and Betzhold 1956), ISO 2631 (ISO

1995), CEN TC256/WG7 (CEN 1995).

Rotation about the longitudinal (x) axis.

Organs sensitive to dynamic angular acceleration, found in the inner ear.
See also the vestibular system.

The probability of rejecting the null hypothesis (Ho) when H0 is in fact
true.

(Muscle sense), Another term for the proprioceptive system.

Symptoms of motion sickness, defined as dizziness, nausea or not feeling
well under the condition that the test subject was feeling well at the
beginning of the test run.

Symptoms of motion sickness incidence. The percentage of subjects
having SMS.

A person participated in a experiment.

See condition.

In what order the conditions appear in the test for the different groups.

A number of subjects in the same conditions (in the same car).

The different test parameters are defined in Chapter 5.2.5, Table 9.

The test run is divided into four approximately equal parts.

An approximately three-hours train ride from Linköping to Järna and
return (Experiments 2 and 3) or Järna to Norrköping and return

(Experiment 1).

See subject.

The concept of inclining the carbody (roll) in order to reduce the

experienced lateral acceleration in the carbody, while travelling through a

curve. See definitions in Chapter 3.1.

The angle between the carbody plane and track plane (GC).

Time derivative of tilt angle (QC ).
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Tilt angle acceleration Time derivative of tilt angle speed (ÖC ).

Tilt compensation

Transition curve

Vection

Vestibular system

See compensation.

The part of the railway track located between the Tangent (straight) track
and the Circular Curve. The transition curve has varying radii.

The phenomenon created, when moving visual fields induce a sensation

of self motion. The visual self-motion sensation is roughly proportional

to the velocity of the peripheral visual field up to a saturation level.

The vestibular system consists of the peripheral and central vestibular

systems. The peripheral vestibular system consists of the two otoliths
sensitive to linear static and dynamic accelerations and the three
semicircular canals sensitive to dynamic angular motion in three axes.
These organs are located in the inner ear together with the auditory part.

VI See MSI.

VOR Vestibulo Ocular Re ex. The interaction between the vestibular system

and eyes, where vestibular information directs the eyes by means of a
reflex. Enables stable vision in spite of movements of the head.

Yaw Rotation about the vertical (z) axis.

Notations

Indices

c carbody.
t track.
part test part.

Angles

go = roll angle (referring to the horizontal plane). [0]

(at = angle between the horizontal plane and the track plane. [O]

(pc = angle between the horizontal plane and the carbody plane. [0]

(o = roll angle speed. [Ols]

('i) = roll angles acceleration. [0/52]

6 = angle (referring to the track plane). [0]

9 C = carbody tilt angle, i.e. angle between track plane and carbody plane. [0]

9c = carbody tilt speed (tilt angle speed). [o/s]

äe = carbody tilt acceleration (tilt angle acceleration). [O/sz]

Track and vehicle parameters

219 = the lateral distance between wheel-rail contact patches, [m]

219 = 1.500 m for standard gauge track (1.435 m).

comp = degree of (tilt) compensation. [%]
D = superelevaticn of the track (cant). D is measured over the distance of 219. [m]

I = cant deficiency. I is the difference between D needed to achieve a lateral [m]
acceleration in track plane equal to zero (ay; = 0) and actual D.
I = Zb/g * vZ/R - D.

R = curve radius. [m]
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v : vehicle speed.

Accelerations

ay _ lateral acceleration parallel to the horizontal plane, ay : vZ/R.
ay; : lateral acceleration parallel to the track plane,

ay. = (vZ/R) cos((pt) - g-sin((pt) z vZ/R _ gD/Zb.
aye : lateral acceleration parallel to the carbody plane,

ay. = (vZ/Rl cosupc) - g-sinupa.
a, : resulting acceleration.
aw : frequency weighted acceleration.
aZ : vertical acceleration perpendicular to the horizontal plane, aZ = g.
az; vertical acceleration perpendicular to the track plane,

ag: g cosa/);) + vZ/R sin(qot).

azc : vertical acceleration perpendicular to the carbody plane.

azc : g cos((pc) + vZ/R sin(qoc).

g : gravitational acceleration, g = 9.81.

Statistical

df Degrees of freedom.
fn Relative frequency.
Ho Null hypothesis.
H1 Alternative hypothesis.
N Number of observations.
p Probability to be true.
r2 Regression coefficient.
s Standard deviation of a sample.
t Parameter from Students t distribution.

Y Mean of a sample.

oc Significance level.

# Mean of a population.

)(2 See definition on Chi-square test.

Others

f Frequency.
Km Km = 1/3, MSI : Km * MSDVZ (according to Lawther and Griffin 1987).

T Time.

&) Angular frequency.

(: ), (* ) First/second time derivative of (-).
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Appendix B Questionnaires for experiments

Questionnaire A (Experiments 1 and 2) Test person #: . . . .

Test of Comfort

The aim of this test is to compare different conditions of comfort and obtaining suggestions to improve train ride

comfort. It is important that you answer the questions from your own experience. Your answers will be treated as

confidential. Answer by ticking one of the boxes or writing your answer on the dotted line.

Questions of background

1.

4.

10.

11.

Are you aMan D or a Woman D? 2. Age . . . . 3. Length . . . .

Do you feel rested? .....................

When did you last eat Breakfast/Lunch Only a light meal
during journey D D

0-2 hours before start D D
more than 2 hours ago D D

How many times have you usedfollowing means of transport during the last year?

X2000 Ordinary train Aeroplane
Never D D D

1-2 times D D D

3-6 times D D D

7-12 times D D D
more than 12 times D D D

How many times have you felt motion sickness in the following means of transport during the last five
years Never Sometimes Several times

Car D D D

Coach D D D

Ship D D D
Aeroplane D D D

Ordinary train D D D
X2000 D D D

How do you feel just now in general?
I feel all right
I do not feel quite well

I feel rather unwell

I feel bad

I feel very bad D
D
D
D
D

What is your own rating ofyour sensibility to motion sickness?
Try to grade your sensibility in a scale from 1 to 7. 1 means that you are totally insensitive and 7 means

that your are very sensitive

None Very high

I 2 3 " 4 5 6 7

Have you taken anything that can disturb your sensitivity to motions?

(such as medicine etc. : D Yes

D No

If yes, what .................................................

Complementary information.

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Have you answered all the questions? Thanks in advance!
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Questionnaire B (Experiments 1 and 2) Test person #: . . . .

Questions to be answered after each test section

 

2l. Test stretch: 25. Occupation. What have you spent most time

Test number: doing on this journey?
Time: ...... Working D

Car number : ....... Reading D
22. Seat number? ..... Looking out D

23. Window?: DYes DNo Talking D
24. Are you sitting forwards Other, specify D

DYes DNo ............................

 

26 How do you categorise the ride comfort during 27. How do you categorise the ride comfort in

this test trip? comparison with earlier experience with
X2000 Train Ai 

Very good D Much better D D D

Good D Better D D D
Either good or bad D Same D D D

Bad D Worse D D D

Very bad D Much worse D D D
First ride D D D

Do not know D D D

 

28. Ifyou think there are complaints about the ride 29. Have you felt anything of he following during

comfort, what do you think is the cause this test trip?

  
Shaking and jolts in lateral D Yawings/Light sleepiness D

Shaking and jolts in vertical D Headache D
Large centrifugal forces in curves D Felt hot /cold sweating /pallor D

Jerky tilting motion D Increased salivation D

Something else, specify D Drowsiness / tiredness D
............................ Dizziness D
No complains D Feel sick D

Other (Specify) D

30. How do you feel just now? 3 I. If you were able to improve comfort in this

train , what would you do ?
I feel all right D Improve the seats D

I do not feel quite well D Improve the light D

I feel rather unwell D Lower the noise D

I feel bad D Lower the vibrations D
I feel very bad D Improve the quality of the air D

Something else (see question # 33) D

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo  
 

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

33. Do you have any suggestions of improvement of the comfort? Space is available on the back of this paper.

Do you have any other comments?

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Thank you!
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Questionnaire A and B (Experiment 3)

The questionnaires used in the Experiment 3 were similar to these shown in Experiments ]

and 2. The differences are pointed out below.

Questionnaire A

The question # 5 was omitted as all test runs started at 9 p.m. when normally breakfast were

eaten. The question # 8 was supplement with three additional questions concerning the present

state of the subject. These were: yawings, headache and drowsiness

Questionnaire B

The question # 27 was omitted. Instead the following question was inserted:

What is your opinion on your ability to work and read in the train:
very good

good
neither good or poor
poor
very poor D

E
C
I
D
E
]
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Appendix C Seat layout of test train

UNIT TRAIN
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Note: Also available as UBQX MC = Toilet for disabled passengers

(45 or 49 seats + wheelchair spaces) = Seats 79 and 80 for wheelchairs
: PC seat

: Video

Figure 18 Layout of test train in experiment 3. Source: S] (1995).
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Appendix D Description of figures and tables

Tables:

Table 1

Table 2

Table 3

Table 4

Table 5

Table 6

Table 7

Table 8

Table 9

Table 10

Table ll

Table 12

Table 13

Table 14

Table 15

Table 16

Table 17

Table 18

Figures:

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 6

Examples of environments, activities or devices which can cause motion sickness, according

to Griffin (1990) ................................................................................................................................ 3

Findings from different reports concerning symptoms of motion sickness from different

modes of transport. Note that sources differ in definition of categories and subjects. The
values are given in different contexts and cannot simply be compared. They are shown here

for a brief estimation of the variation in motion sickness severity. ................................................... 4

Levels of severity of acute motion sickness as de ned by Graybiel et al (1968). ........................... 15

Possible variation of parameters in the tilt system. ......................................................................... 21

Independent variables of interest and their variation. ..................................................................... 27

Balanced design of Latin Square type. ............................................................................................ 28

Definition of experiments. .............................................................................................................. 29

Definition of test parts for the experiments ..................................................................................... 31

Parameters of the carbody tilt control system in all conditions. ...................................................... 31

Data for the subjects in the three experiments ................................................................................. 32

Distribution of women and men for different self-rated sensitivity to motion sickness

(Experiment 3 accumulated for three days) ..................................................................................... 33

Realization of Experiment 1 (28th Nov., 1994) with test pattern sequences for the different

conditions ........................................................................................................................................ 33

Realization of Experiment 2 (29-30th Nov., 1994) with test pattern sequences

for the different conditions .............................................................................................................. 34

Realization of Experiment 3 (19-21st June, 1995) with test pattern sequences for the

different conditions. Test track: Linköping - Järna and return. ....................................................... 34

Percentage of the subjects complaining of comfort disturbances from different sources ................ 38

Percentage of subjects with motion sickness symptoms (SMSI) during Experiment 2. .................. 39

In uence of travelling forward versus backward and window seat versus non-window seat
on SMSI (Experiment 3). ................................................................................................................ 41

Comparison of rated working /reading ability (Experiment 3) ....................................................... 43

Interaction in the eld of comfort evaluation. The human evaluation involves human factors

as well as dynamic motion and other physical factors, but the technical ride quality

evaluation only involves dynamic motion factors. Modi ed from Förstberg (1994a). ..................... 3

A conceptual model of factors possibly causing motion sickness. .................................................... 9

The visual, vestibular and proprioceptive systems provide postural information for central

integration. A disturbance of any system at any level may cause imbalance and dizziness.

Modified from Henriksson et al (1972) and Henriksson (1974). .................................................... 10

Diagrammatic representation of the model of motion control, motion detection and motion

sickness according to the sensory con ict hypothesis. From Benson (1988) .................................. 12

Relation between the motion dose and vomiting incidence (MSI) calculated from the
laboratory experiments by Alexander et al (1947), McCauley et al (1976) and the sea trials

by Lawther and Griffin (1986). From Grif n (1990) ...................................................................... 16

De nition of angles and accelerations in a tilting vehicle. Track superelevation is (pt. Tilt

angle of the carbody is GC. Total banking angle is (pC = (pt + GC to the horizontal plane.
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